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Un mondo diviso: l'Italia, l'Europa e
il nucleare visti dall'archivio
Albonetti
Roma TrE-Press L’archivio di Achille Albonetti, conservato presso la
biblioteca di studi politici “Pietro Grilli di Cortona” dell’Università Roma
Tre, ci restituisce tutte le sfaccettature di un personaggio così in vista ma
al contempo così poco noto: dai rapporti con la politica italiana, legati
soprattutto alla politica della DC, ai problemi nazionali e internazionali
legati al nucleare, alla tutela degli interessi di Brisighella. Tra i suoi
corrispondenti spiccano i nomi di Malfatti, Colombo, Zaccagnini, Andreotti,
Kissinger e Jean Monnet. In ultimo si possono trovare ampie tracce della
sua attività di responsabile delle relazioni esterne del CNEN e di scrittore e
giornalista.

Nuclear Italy
An International History of Italian
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Nuclear Policies During the Cold
War
The End of a World: The Decline of
the Liberal Order
Ispi Publications Global Scenarios and Italy. ISPI Annual Report 2019

Toppling Qaddaﬁ
Libya and the Limits of Liberal
Intervention
Cambridge University Press A highly readable look at the role of the US and
NATO in Libya's war of liberation, and its lessons for future military
interventions.

Atoms for Peace and War,
1953-1961
Eisenhower and the Atomic Energy
Commission. (A History of the
United States Atomic Energy
Commission. Vol. III)
University of California Press This title is part of UC Press's Voices Revived
program, which commemorates University of California Press’s mission to
seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice, reach, and
impact. Drawing on a backlist dating to 1893, Voices Revived makes highquality, peer-reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print-ondemand technology. This title was originally published in 1989.
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The Other Missiles of October
Eisenhower, Kennedy, and the
Jupiters, 1957-1963
Univ of North Carolina Press Shedding important new light on the history of
the Cold War, Philip Nash tells the story of what the United States gave up
to help end the Cuban missile crisis of 1962. By drawing on documents only
recently declassiﬁed, he shows that one of President Kennedy's
compromises with the Soviets involved the removal of Jupiter missiles from
Italy and Turkey, an arrangement concealed from both the American public
and the rest of the NATO allies. Nash traces the entire history of the
Jupiters and explores why the United States oﬀered these nuclear missiles,
which were capable of reaching targets in the Soviet Union, to its European
allies after the launch of Sputnik. He argues that, despite their growing
doubts, both Eisenhower and Kennedy proceeded with the deployment of
the missiles because they felt that cancellation would seriously damage
America's credibility with its allies and the Soviet Union. The Jupiters
subsequently played a far more signiﬁcant role in Khrushchev's 1962
decision to deploy his missiles in Cuba, in U.S. deliberations during the
ensuing missile crisis, and in the resolution of events in Cuba than most
existing histories have supposed.

The Key to Nuclear Restraint
The Swedish Plans to Acquire
Nuclear Weapons During the Cold
War
Springer Why have some nations acquired nuclear weapons while others
have refrained from doing so? Most research related to this question has
focused on states that have built nuclear weapons, yet little attention has
been devoted to countries that have chosen nuclear restraint. This book
analyzes Swedish plans to acquire nuclear weapons during the Cold War.
Sweden was very close to putting a bomb together in 1960s but, for a
number of reasons illuminated in this book, decision makers abandoned
those plans and subsequently rose to become one of the most recognized
players in the international game of disarmament. Thanks to the recent
declassiﬁcation of essential documentation in Sweden and United States, it
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is now possible to assemble a comprehensive analysis of the Swedish
nuclear weapons program based on primary sources. This book presents
that analysis, a unique perspective owing to the fact that nuclear
development is a highly secretive activity in most countries – with nonexistent or limited access to state archives.

Bridled Ambition
Why Countries Constrain Their
Nuclear Capabilities
Woodrow Wilson Center Press "At a time when nuclear proliferation is
becoming an increasingly ominous threat to global stability, Mitchell
Reiss's book provides the much-needed perspective. Thoroughly
researched, systematic and probing in analysis, and signiﬁcant in its
conclusions." -- Zbigniew Brzezinski, National Security Adviser, 1977-1981
"Judiciously lays out the wins and draws of recent nonproliferation eﬀorts,
drawing our attention to the good policies and good fortune that can play a
role in this struggle." -- S.S. Hecker, Director, Los Alamos National
Laboratory. "Matching a critical eye with meticulous research, Reiss slices
through diplomatic smokescreens and uncovers a wealth of new
information about nuclear programs in nine countries." -- Leslie H. Gelb,
President, Council on Foreign Relations. "A thought-provoking work -- one
that oﬀers some useful balm to the fevered discourse over nuclear
proliferation... A valuable and well-written reminder that in ﬁghting the
world's ﬁght we cannot ignore our occasional clear and even partial
successes." -- R. James Woolsey, Director of Central Intelligence,
1992-1995

Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden
puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted
more than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio
begins to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts
out, "Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the talking log, Master
Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor Geppetto drops by
looking for a piece of wood to build a marionette. Antonio gives the block
to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns
into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo
Collodi is about the mischievous adventures of Pinocchio, an animated
marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered
a classic of children's literature and has spawned many derivative works of
art. But this is not the story we've seen in ﬁlm but the original version full
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of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.

NATO's Nuclear Dilemmas
Brookings Inst Press Forfatteren var forsker ved the Brookings Institution,
og bogen handler om alle de militære og politiske omstændigheder, de
nationale særstandpunkter og de fælles forsvarsinteresser, der gennem
tiden havde øvet indﬂydelse på NATO's nukleare planlægning.

Nuclear Exits
Countries Foregoing the Nuclear
Option
Routledge Nuclear Exits provides a new approach to nuclear disarmament
in describing the political processes of countries which have foregone the
nuclear option. This book was published as a special issue of Medicine,
Conﬂict and Survival.

Negotiating the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty
Origins of the Nuclear Order
Taylor & Francis This volume oﬀers a critical historical assessment of the
negotiation of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(NPT) and of the origins of the nonproliferation regime. The NPT has been
signed by 190 states and was indeﬁnitely extended in 1995, rendering it
the most successful arms control treaty in history. Nevertheless, little is
known about the motivations and strategic calculi of the various middle
and small powers in regard to their ultimate decision to join the treaty
despite its discriminatory nature. While the NPT continues to be central to
current nonproliferation eﬀorts, its underlying mechanisms remain underresearched. Based on newly declassiﬁed archival sources and using
previously inaccessible evidence, the contributions in this volume examine
the underlying rationales of the speciﬁc positions taken by various states
during the NPT negotiations. Starting from a critical appraisal of our
current knowledge of the genesis of the nonproliferation regime,
contributors from diverse national and disciplinary backgrounds focus on
both European and non-European states in order to enrich our
understanding of how the global nuclear order came into being. This book
will be of much interest to students of nuclear proliferation, Cold War
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history, security studies and IR.

Renewing Italian Socialism
Nenni to Craxi
Oxford University Press on Demand The ﬁrst comprehensive history of
Italian Socialism in English, this book ranges from the defeat of Socialism
by Mussolini in 1926 to its resurgence as a powerful force in Italian politics
today. Di Scala has not only combed the archives of Italy and America, but
also interviewed an array of prominent Italian and American sources,
providing testimonies that are themselves likely to become important
historical documents. His sweeping, intensive survey sheds new light on
important Socialists such as Rodolfo Morandi and Pietro Nenni, and
highlights the tremendous accomplishments of Italy's ﬁrst Socialist prime
minister, Bettino Craxi. Di Scala demonstrates that through a remarkable
intellectual and political revival, the Socialists overcame their subjection
by the Communists and Christian Democrats and went on to radically
transform the politics, economy, and international aﬀairs of modern Italy.

Atomic Energy Legislation
Power Versus Prudence
Why Nations Forgo Nuclear
Weapons
McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP With the end of the Cold War, nuclear nonproliferation has emerged as a central issue in international security
relations. While most existing works on nuclear proliferation deal with the
question of nuclear acquisition, T.V. Paul explains why some states have
decided to forswear nuclear weapons even when they have the
technological capability or potential capability to develop them, and why
some states already in possession of nuclear arms choose to dismantle
them.

Encyclopedia of the Central
Intelligence Agency
Infobase Publishing The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) is one of the
most fascinating yet least understood intelligence gathering organizations
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in the world

Strategic Latency Unleashed
The Role of Technology in a
Revisionist Global Order and the
Implications for Special Operations
Forces
The world is being transformed physically and politically. Technology is the
handmaiden of much of this change. But since the current sweep of global
change is transforming the face of warfare, Special Operations Forces
(SOF) must adapt to these circumstances. Fortunately, adaptation is in the
SOF DNA. This book examines the changes aﬀecting SOF and oﬀers
possible solutions to the complexities that are challenging many long-held
assumptions. The chapters explore what has changed, what stays the
same, and what it all means for U.S. SOF. The authors are a mix of leading
experts in technology, business, policy, intelligence, and geopolitics,
partnered with experienced special operators who either cowrote the
chapters or reviewed them to ensure accuracy and relevance for SOF. Our
goal is to provide insights into the changes around us and generate ideas
about how SOF can adapt and succeed in the emerging operational
environment.

Sea Power in the Machine Age.
(Second Edition. Reprinted.).
Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace
Texas A&M University Press In his “Atoms for Peace” speech of 1953,
President Dwight David Eisenhower captured the tensions—and the
ironies—of the atomic age. While nuclear devastation threatened all
nations, Eisenhower believed only nuclear preparedness oﬀered
protection; while nuclear weapons loomed as the ultimate war cloud,
nuclear power oﬀered progress and hope. In this thought-provoking
consideration of Eisenhower’s speech and others leading up to it, Ira
Chernus views the “Atoms for Peace” speech, presented to the General
Assembly of the United Nations, not merely as a legitimation of American
foreign policy but as itself an act of policy. Indeed, he frames the policy in
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a new interpretation of Eisenhower’s broad discursive goal, which he calls
“apocalypse management,” a plan to allow the United States to manage
threats and crises around the world. Chernus sheds new light on the
internal consistency of Eisenhower’s thought, which many observers have
found inconsistent, as well as on the ways in which the president’s rhetoric
backed him into a policy corner he had not intended to occupy. Chernus
also reviews the domestic impact of the speech through a detailed
examination of media interpretations in the United States. This tightly
reasoned, clearly written study oﬀers a new understanding of the evolution
of cold war nuclear policy, the power of presidential rhetoric, and the
political understanding of America’s “man of peace,” Dwight David
Eisenhower. The full text of Eisenhower's speech is presented in the text.
Those interested in American foreign policy will ﬁnd it compelling reading;
scholars and students will ﬁnd it challenging and rewarding analysis.

Il Misogallo. Prose e rime
Exploring Textual Data
Springer Science & Business Media Researchers in a number of disciplines
deal with large text sets requiring both text management and text
analysis. Faced with a large amount of textual data collected in marketing
surveys, literary investigations, historical archives and documentary data
bases, these researchers require assistance with organizing, describing
and comparing texts. Exploring Textual Data demonstrates how
exploratory multivariate statistical methods such as correspondence
analysis and cluster analysis can be used to help investigate, assimilate
and evaluate textual data. The main text does not contain any strictly
mathematical demonstrations, making it accessible to a large audience.
This book is very user-friendly with proofs abstracted in the appendices.
Full deﬁnitions of concepts, implementations of procedures and rules for
reading and interpreting results are fully explored. A succession of
examples is intended to allow the reader to appreciate the variety of actual
and potential applications and the complementary processing methods. A
glossary of terms is provided.

Securing South Africa's Democracy
Defence, Development and Security
in Transition
Springer This book examines the defence and security challenges facing
the new South Africa in the context of development and nation-building
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priorities. The transformation of security policy during the transition from
apartheid and since the April 1994 elections is examined. Challenges facing
the defence force and the police service are examined and the
relationships between defence, development and domestic and external
security are explored in an integrated way which points to a policy
framework for security in the developing world.

Diﬀerence and Democracy
Exploring Potentials in Europe and
Beyond
Campus Verlag As Europe becomes increasingly diverse, understanding the
eﬀects of diﬀerences among citizens within European democracy crucial.
The contributors to Diﬀerence and Democracy take a novel
interdisciplinary approach to this important dimension of social interaction,
drawing on political science, sociology, communications studies, legal
studies, and art history. Contrary to alarmist accounts of diﬀerence in
Europe, these essays explore its potentially positive impact, outlining the
conditions under which diﬀerences could lead to eﬀective and legitimate
political action.

Historical Atlas of Medieval Music
Brepols Pub Music is rooted in the heart of Western culture. The absence of
music from the usual publications of medieval history and history of art of
the Middle Ages is understandable, considering the rarity of sources. And
yet, throughout the last decades, an intense activity of historicomusicological research has been carried out internationally by a select
group of specialized scholars. The ambitious goal of this work is to set
medieval music within its historical and cultural context and to provide
readers interested in diﬀerent disciplines with an overall picture of music
in the Middle Ages; multi-faceted, enjoyable, yet scientiﬁcally rigorous. To
achieve this goal, the most prominent scholars of medieval musicology
were invited to participate, along with archaeologists, experts of acoustics
and architecture, historians and philosophers of medieval thought. The
volume oﬀers exceptional iconography and several maps, to accompany
the reader in a fascinating journey through a network of places, cultural
inﬂuences, rituals and themes.

Historical Dictionary of Italian
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Cinema
"Italian cinema is regarded as one of the great pillars of world cinema.
Films like Ladri di biciclette (1948), La dolce vita (1960), and Nuovo cinema
Paradiso (1988) attracted unprecedented international acclaim and a
reputation, which only continue to grow. Italian cinema has produced such
acting legends as Sophia Loren and Roberto Benigni, as well as worldrenowned ﬁlmmakers like Federico Fellini, Sergio Leone, Mario Bava, Dario
Argento, and Lina Wertmuller, the ﬁrst woman to ever be nominated for
the Best Director award." "The Historical Dictionary of Italian Cinema
provides a better understanding of the role Italian cinema has played in
ﬁlm history through a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography,
appendixes, black--white photos, and hundreds of cross-referenced
dictionary entries on actors, actresses, movies, producers, organizations,
awards, ﬁlm credits, and terminology."--BOOK JACKET.

Heart of Practice
Within the Workcenter of Jerzy
Grotowski and Thomas Richards
Routledge Heart of Practice is a unique and invaluable insight into the
workings of one of theatre’s true pioneers, presented by his closest
collaborator. This book charts the development of Grotowski’s dramatic
research through a decade of conversations with his apprentice, Thomas
Richards. Tuscany’s ‘Workcenter of Jerzy Grotowski and Thomas Richards’
is the enduring legacy of a master teacher, director and theorist, and home
to much of Grotowski’s most signiﬁcant work. Interviewed by leading
scholars, and oﬀering his own intimate accounts, Richards gives a vivid and
detailed view of the Workcenter’s evolution, providing: concrete
illustration of the Workcenter’s distinctive creative practices rigorous
discussion of over twenty years of world-renowned research previously
unpublished performance photos privileged insight into what Grotowski
considered to be the culmination of his life’s work.

Nature Embodied
Gesture in Ancient Rome
Princeton University Press Bodily gesture. A Roman worshipper spins in a
circle in front of a temple. Faced with death, a Roman woman tears her hair
and beats her breasts. Enthusiastic spectators at a gladiatorial event
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gesticulate with thumbs. Examining the tantalizing glimpses of ancient
bodies oﬀered by surviving Roman sculptures, paintings, and literary texts,
Anthony Corbeill analyzes the role of gesture in medical and religious
ritual, in the gladiatorial arena, in mourning practice, in aristocratic
competition of the late Republic, and in the court of the emperor Tiberius.
Adopting approaches from anthropology, gender studies, and ecological
theory, Nature Embodied oﬀers both a series of case studies and an
overarching narrative of the role and meanings of gesture in ancient Rome.
Arguing that bodily movement grew out of the relationship between
Romans and their natural, social, and spiritual environment, the book
explores the ways in which an originally harmonious relationship between
nature and the body was manipulated as Rome became socially and
politically complex. By the time that Tacitus was writing about the reign of
Tiberius, the emergence of a new political order had prompted an
increasingly inscrutable equation between truth and the body--and
something vital in the once harmonizing relationship between bodies and
the world beyond them had been lost. Nature Embodied makes an
important contribution to an expanding ﬁeld of research by oﬀering a new
theoretical model for the study of gesture in classical times.

The Dogs of the Sinai
"Fortini/Cani" presents Fortini reading excerpts from his book, focusing on
his alienation from Judaism and social relations, the rise of fascism in Italy,
and the anti-Arab attitude of European culture. The Italian landscape
provides a backdrop that highlights the meaning of the text.

Capitalist State and Its Economy
Democracy in Socialism
JAI Press Incorporated Focusing on the role of the state in capitalist
society, by showing the welfare state as an historical product of the class
structure of English agrarian capitalism, this volume addresses price and
technical choice in capitalism, and economic democracy within socialism,
defending direct democracy and economic calculation in terms of labor
time.

Contested Categories
Life Sciences in Society
Routledge Drawing on social science perspectives, Contested Categories
presents a series of empirical studies that engage with the often shifting
and day-to-day realities of life sciences categories. In doing so, it shows
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how such categories remain contested and dynamic, and that the
boundaries they create are subject to negotiation as well as reconﬁguration and re-stabilization processes. Organized around the themes
of biological substances and objects, personhood and the genomic body
and the creation and dispersion of knowledge, each of the volume’s
chapters reveals the elusive nature of ﬁxity with regard to life science
categories. With contributions from an international team of scholars, this
book will be essential reading for anyone interested in the social, legal,
policy and ethical implications of science and technology and the life
sciences.

On the Heights
Myths of Power
Norbert Elias and the Early Modern
European Court
University of Michigan Press

NATO's Secret Armies
Operation GLADIO and Terrorism in
Western Europe
Routledge This fascinating new study shows how the CIA and the British
secret service, in collaboration with the military alliance NATO and
European military secret services, set up a network of clandestine anticommunist armies in Western Europe after World War II. These secret
soldiers were trained on remote islands in the Mediterranean and in
unorthodox warfare centres in England and in the United States by the
Green Berets and SAS Special Forces. The network was armed with
explosives, machine guns and high-tech communication equipment hidden
in underground bunkers and secret arms caches in forests and mountain
meadows. In some countries the secret army linked up with right-wing
terrorist who in a secret war engaged in political manipulation,
harrassement of left wing parties, massacres, coup d'états and torture.
Codenamed 'Gladio' ('the sword'), the Italian secret army was exposed in
1990 by Italian Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti to the Italian Senate,
whereupon the press spoke of "The best kept, and most damaging,
political-military secret since World War II" (Observer, 18. November 1990)
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and observed that "The story seems straight from the pages of a political
thriller." (The Times, November 19, 1990). Ever since, so-called 'staybehind' armies of NATO have also been discovered in France, Spain,
Portugal, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxemburg, Denmark,
Norway, Sweden, Finland, Switzerland, Austria, Greece and Turkey. They
were internationally coordinated by the Pentagon and NATO and had their
last known meeting in the NATO-linked Allied Clandestine Committee (ACC)
in Brussels in October 1990.

Starting Up in Business Networks
Why Relationships Matter in
Entrepreneurship
Springer This book oﬀers a novel perspective on starting-up new business
ventures through examining the process by which they become part of the
existing business environment. The book highlights the importance of
inter-organizational business relationships. Asserting that new ventures
need to interact and connect with customers and suppliers, alongside
policy actors and universities, Starting up in Business Networks
demonstrates how beginning a new venture demands initiating and
developing business relationships. Noting a lack of prior research into the
process by which start-ups embed into an existing business network, this
book presents examples from countries such as Sweden, Italy, the
Netherlands and China to analyse the emergence and evolution of start-up
business networks.

The Atomic Energy Commission
Siena
City of Secrets
University of Chicago Press "Siena: City of Secrets" is a charming, intimate
portrait of this most secretive of cities, often overlooked by travelers to
Italy. Part cultural history and intellectual memoir, part travelogue and
guide book, Tylus writes with a novelist s ﬂair, taking the reader on a quest
of discovery through the well- and not-so-well-travelled roads and alleys of
the ancient city. Today, Siena can appear on the surface standoﬃsh, a bit
static, and very old-fashioned, especially when compared to its larger,
ﬂashier cousins Roma and Firenze. But ﬁrst impressions wear away as we
learn from Tylus that Siena was, over the long view, an innovator among
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the cities of Italy: the ﬁrst to pave its streets and main plaza (1298), the
ﬁrst to publicly fund its university (1321), the ﬁrst to employ the
promissory note (1720), the ﬁrst to ban automobile traﬃc from its city
center (1965), and much else. We also hear about Siena s great artistic and
architectural past, hidden behind centuries of over painting and rebuilding,
and about its resident apocryphal and not-so-apocryphal Saints. And about
the distinctive characters of its diﬀerent neighborhoods ( contrade ),
exempliﬁed in the highly competitive horserace that takes place annually
in the city and that serves as both a dividing and a uniting force for the
Sienese. Throughout we are guided by the assuring voice of a seasoned
scholar with a gift for spinning a good story and with an eye for the telling
detail, whether we are traveling Siena s modern highways or digging
through ancient Etruscan tombs; or shadowing the path walked by
medieval pilgrims; or tracking the city s ﬁnancial history from its
beginnings as the once-great center for commerce in the sixteenth century
to its near collapse in January 2013; or celebrating literary giants Dante
and Calvino or giants of the arena, Siena s Series A soccer team. A useful
and entertaining guide for students of Italian culture (Tylus has written
discursive, reader-friendly endnotes and included a full bibliography in the
back matter), the book will also appeal to the traveler and tourist (virtual
or otherwise) interested in learning more about this ancient, mysterious,
reclusive citydespite itself."

Non-Discrimination Law
Comparative Perspectives
Martinus Nijhoﬀ Publishers Equity law, John Hucker.

Towards World Constitutionalism
Issues in the Legal Ordering of the
World Community
Martinus Nijhoﬀ The world in which we ﬁnd ourselves today is no longer
governable entirely by resort to the classical system of international law.
Even more seriously, it would seem that the purposes and principles of the
United Nations Charter are no longer being served suﬃciently in light of
new concerns. The text adopted in 1945 does not convey the image of a
world tormented by terrorists. Nor does it reﬂect the most pressing
commitments of our time: to democratic governance, to environmental
responsibility, and to a freer and more equitable system of world trade.
Increasingly, the international law community acknowledges the need to
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set new priorities in the development of international law. To that end it
seems timely to reconsider the case for strengthening the constitutional
framework of norms and institutions that seemed to oﬀer the promise of
fulﬁllment in the second half of the 20th century. The post-Cold War
euphoria of the 1990s has virtually evaporated under the stress of new
concerns at a time when states comprising the UN system are no longer
capable of addressing these challenges. Towards World Constitutionalism
argues the case for a more 'constitutionalized' system of international law
and diplomacy. It is published at a time that the call for reform of the
United Nations has become more insistent than at any time in its 60-year
history. Even those most faithful to the purposes and principles enunciated
in the Charter have had to admit to concerns about the management of
certain sectors of the organization; and most concede the unrepresentative
character of the powerful Security Council granted legal supremacy as the
enforcer of international peace and security. Many go furtherand complain
of unconscionable political bias in the General Assembly and in certain,
over politicized, agencies. This collection of essays, by a selection of
distinguished scholars representing various traditions of international law,
constitutes a major contribution to this debate. It is an important resource
for scholars and practitioners, and for all those concerned with the future
of international law, and the world community.

Italy, 1943-1945
Holmes & Meier Pub

The Nature and Practice of Flexible
Response
NATO Strategy and Theater Nuclear
Forces
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